Open Letter from Greece to the Italian citizens on their December 2016 Referendum

Dear Italian citizens,
In a few days you will have the unique opportunity to participate in the highest form of Direct Democracy
expression: the Referendum. Your Referendum takes place at a time when the free expression of citizens, with
such Direct Democracy expressions, face hostility even from high ranking EU officials. The latest deplorable
example is the President of the European Parliament, Martin Schultz, who commented on Brexit vote of the British
people in their Referendum, with a statement, which is a monument of totalitarianism in human history, by saying:
“The British have violated the rules. It is not the EU philosophy that the crowd can decide its fate”. In the eyes of
Martin Schultz we Greeks, the British and you Italians are “crowd”, who upset the EU elite like him with each
Referendum we had.
You have the opportunity to prevent the loss of control over the government and you can maintain your
sovereignty and independence. The Greek and British people voted in 2015 and 2016, in their own Referendum,
magnificent “NOs” to the globalization regime, a magnificent NO to loss of their control, popular and national
sovereignty in each country. In our case, the government in Greece betrayed us and did exactly the opposite of
what we voted. In the case of Britain, the corruption and crime networks within the EU structures, try to “punish”
the British people for their NO and try to also twist public will. Even in the United States, the Donald Trump victory
is resisted with orchestrated attacks on him.
Free minded people around the world look at you in Italy to continue resistance against the Global Regime and
vote against totalitarianism, so that we all can have another victory against the Axis of inhuman barbarism. EU is
not Europe, it is this Axis of inhuman barbarism. We are not against Europe, we defend Europe, we are fighting this
barbarism to liberate Europe.
Our two countries are essentially in a state of war with the Axis powers from the dictatorial Globalization. What
we have today is the conflict between the Global dictatorship against the International community of independent
and free nations. The “Left‐Right” divisions have no content in our time and are simply used to divide citizens.
The state of crisis imposed, by the germanized EU, on Greece is a micrograph of the state that will exist in the
world if Globalization, the global dictatorship, dominates, if sovereign power of the citizens is lost and taken over
by federated structures, such as the EU regime wants: With removal of national sovereignty, independence,
Democracy and destruction of the society and human bonds, in order to flatten and enslave Humanity.
You have the opportunity in the Referendum to vote in such a way as to maintain your power and not deliver it
to “others” who say they want your good or want to work faster and better. Do not be afraid of all the
“destruction” they tell you that will come on Italy if you vote for maintaining your sovereign power. Greece and
Italy are the geographical locations where the GrecoRoman pillars of human civilization grew. Our civilization is
human‐centered and your vote in your Referendum should defend human dignity, freedom and independence.
We wish you will join the Alliance of Freedom and Democracy against the Axis of the global regime.

